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Recovered paper is the most important raw material for the production of corrugated base paper. In addition 
to a high demand within Europe, comes an increasing demand on the world market, especially from Asian 
economies. The growing demand will therefore not abate. Consequently, the Progroup has faced the increase 
in ecological demands of sustainability and the protection of natural resources using high technology. 
Propapier produces corrugated base paper and corrugated format paper with a reduced amount of recycled 
paper and less energy consumption but with a high performance. As part of the Commission of the European 
Union’s Roadmap 2050, the paper industry has set itself a very ambitious goal: more added value but with 
less carbon dioxide emissions – a very important contribution to the protection of our planet. 

The PM2 in Eisenhüttenstadt is especially geared towards super light weight Next Fibre®-papers, and 
contributes an important milestone to the roadmap 2050. With Next Fibre®-papers and the resulting Next 
Board® formats and Next Box® packaging, significant reductions in the emissions of carbon dioxide could 
be achieved and have been certified by the Technical Supervisory Association (German abbrev.: TÜV) of 
Rhineland. Newly developed corrugated board base paper architecture resulted in less fibre usage, highly 
reduced energy consumption and optimised transport through more meters of corrugated board base 
paper with lighter grammages. Progroup is a leader in innovation with a positive eco-balance and thus 
contributes an important share to the protection of the environment. The reduction in grammage and the 
capacity to produce Next Fibre® paper economically and with highest efficiency and quality, was confirmed 
with the Prowell customers. New corrugated board base paper architectures allow Prowell to offer improved 
compressive strength, best converting properties and excellent printability while at the same time to reduce 
raw material consumption. The excellent support of our Next Box® - partners made it possible to achieve at 
the same time: efficient performance, optimal cost effectiveness, convincing arguments for the protection of 
the environment and acceptance with the consumers. This means that corrugated medium of 70-80 g/m2 has 
become a common grade for high performance packaging for the protection of our products. The average of 
the industry is still greater than 90 g/m2. 

The optimisation of the corrugated base paper architecture and the use of highly developed corrugated 
board base paper enables the Progroup to conserve the environment through a minimisation of raw material 
requirements. The constant technical performance of these new SLW papers allows them to supersede 
traditional corrugated board base papers and thus form the basis for a necessary sustainability and the 
conservation of our natural resources.

With the Roadmap 2050 of the Commission of the European Union, the paper industry has set itself an 
ambitious goal: 80% less CO2 emissions with an increase in added value. How can this be achieved? If the 
paper industry continues to invest as it has in the past, a reduction in CO2 emissions of approximately 50% 
may be achieved. This gap may only be closed with pioneering technologies, but these take time – for the 
development and the maturation towards widespread adoption.
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